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. 1 . Introduction.

Recently there has been considerable intpr&st in fhe

electron-phonon coupling in the one-dimensional msny-electron

systems , especially in connection to the instabilities of the

nearly one-diiiensional conductors toward both dynamic and struc-

tural changes (for a recent review see , for example , levreese

et al 1979).

The chainlike structure of the lattice of these materials

confines the motion of the electrons to one direction in space

end this permits the linearization of the momentum dependence of

the free electron levels within two finite regions centered

around i.f^ , If- being the Fermi momentum. The linear spectrum

of the single-electron states near ±tp produces high divergen-

cies in the relevant quantities (logarithmic singularities) and

this results in an unusual behaviour of the one-dimensional con-

ductors, Most of the phenomena generally occurring for al l con-

densed raetter systems are strongly enhanced in these materials.

Therefore, i t is important to see to what extent the above

mentioned singularities will reflect themselves in the physical beha-

viour of the systems. Particularly interesting is the giant Kohn

anomaly observed in the phonon spectrum near 2, kp and the as-

sociated toftening of the phonon modes. Thie strong distortion

of the phonon spectrum in one dimension heve been investigated

by Afenas'ev and Kegan (1965). It was shown that this effect ori-

ginates in a sharp increase in the number of low-energy states

available for the electron-hole excitetion accompanied by the

by the absorption or enission, of phor.ons tvith wpvevectors near

2k, . . . . . .; .'
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the elec-

tron-phonon interection in the one-diaeneionel mEny-electron

system within the perturbation theoretics I approach. An electron

gas moael is proposed having explicitly introduced a bandwidth

cut-off. As the low excited stetes of the system consist of elec-

tron-hole pairs in the neighbourhood of the ikF points we res-

trict ourselves to these single-electron states only. Their weve-

vectors p run within the range ikp-ke <-p < ± tF + *c t

where Ke is the bandwidth cut-off , much smaller than kp .

The energy levels £ of the electron states can be lineari-

zed as follows : £p •= u + \X ( lp| - Ifp") , where

the Fermi level and is the Fermi velocity. Two types of

electron-phonon interaction processes may teke place in this

model. The first one is the forward scattering process , that

excites an electron-hole pair near i ^p by creating or absorbing

a virtual phonon of small wavevector . The second one is the

backscattering process in which the electron-hole pair excited ,

across the Fermi sea is accompenied by the emission or absor-

ption of a phonon with wavevector near 2, k̂  .

Our approach relies upon the Ward identity which connects

the electron-phonon vertex to the electron Green function.This

identity is direct consequence of the linear electron spectrum

and of the conservation of the number of electrons near i^p .

The Ward identity is derived here by meanB of the equation-of-

motion method in a manner analogous to thet used for the electron-
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electron interaction (Apostol 1981 a) . For the forward scat-

tering process this is an exact result , extensively used in

studying the electron-electron interaction in one-dimension8l

systems (Lzialoshinsky and Larkin 1975, Everts and Schulz 1974).

The Ward identity is generalized here to the backscattering pro-

cess in the limit of weak coupling , thet is when the ground

state is not too strongly distorted by interaction , The Ward iden-

tity is particularly suitable for treating our model ee it

ii-lows us to control at every step the confinement of the electron

wevevectors to the two regions around ^ ^ • Moreover , it can

be used to get a simple, physical meaning of the approximations

made in working out the complete set of integral equations of

the perturbation theory.

The polarization and the normal models fire calculated both

for the forward and backward scattering processes assuming thet

the interaction does not distort appreciably the Fermi see. The

Ward identity is used to renormelize the electron-phonon vertex

end to check the validity of Migdel'e theorem in the cese of the

forward scattering. It is shown that , unlike the three-dimen-

sional case, the electron dressing is Ofrrn /A*) , **« and

KA being the electronic end ionic mass , respectively . The

electrons may be considered to a good approximation as undressed

in comparison with the phonons. Particular attention is paid

to the softening of the phonon modes of wavevectors near

iifcp . The gient dip of the Kohn anomaly is obtained wit-

hin our model as well as the critical temperature. It is shown

that the bandwidth cut-off kt plays an essential role in des-

cribing this strong distortion of the phonon spectrum. .Ve

should remark: thet similar calculations have- been attempted by

Horovitz et si (1974). Interested as they were in the drastic

effects only they used en unrealistic model in which the cat-

off parameter does not appear. This is why their results can-

not be compared with the experiments. Our calculations , done

for the case of iCCP , are in good agreement with the experi-

mentfil data.

The paper is organized ss follows. The Ward identity is

derived in §2. The forward scattering process end the Migdal

theorem are discussed in §3. In §4. the backscettering pro-

cess is analysed and the dip is obtained in the phonon spectrum

of KCP. The conclusions ere given in §5.

2, Werd identity for the electron-phonon coupling in one

dimension.

Let us assume a one-dimeneionel electron-phonon system

described by the FrShlich type hsmiltonian

where Cp(c£) and ^(fc*) are electron and phonon

destruction (creation) operators, respectively , Sj, is the

free electron energy, CO = c Ifc 1 is the bare phonon

frequency ( c being the unrenormelized sound velocity) and g.

ie the bere electron-phonon coupling constant. The spin index



will be omitted throughout, but the spin contribution (a feetor

2) will be considered in counting the single-electron states .

He define the three-point vertex function

where ^ • - •> means average over the Heisenberg ground state ,

\ is the time-ordering operator, £, denotes the Bpece-time

coordinate pair (Xj'O , ty(x) is the electron field operator

written in the plane wave repreeentation , ̂ tv)=- £- *-p -**f( i fX)

end rtjfx)=. if'^'O ty(x) ie the electron density opera-

tor. All the operators in (2) are written in the Heisenberg pic-

ture. Tue to the epece-time invariance of the system this func-

tion depends only on two arguments. Choosing Xj,-X( and

X, — X e s independent variables the three-point vertex func-

tion can be Fourier transformed ee

">

where p = ( p , S ) » Z~ (g Co) 8 n d t h e S C B l a r

product i s teken as usually px = PX- £"t i ZX— 2 *~ co"t

The Fourier transform VC Cpj 2.) can be expessed by the con-

nected diagrams drawn in figure 1, The reducible diagrams on

this figure (that can be eplitted into two distinct parts by

cutting a single phonon line) are given by

CtJ (4)

whereas the irreducible diagrems have the analytic expression

.1 (5)

Wp) v\2.)In (4) and (5) Wp) and v\2.) are the electron and phonon

Green functions , respectively, ' ' ( ^ ) is the irreducible pola-

rization and I I p( g,) is the three-legged vertex function.This

vertex function represents al l the connected irreducible dia-

grams with three external legs. Taking the derivative of (2)

and (3) with respect to the first time argument, using the

Heisenberg equation of motion for the operator rtlC^ ) , and

comparing the results we get

^K-^U%O<TU<(V C6)

One can easily find that the analytic expression of the redu-

cible diagrams associated* with the averaged operator product

in (6) is given by .

- i8*
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where D o (fc) = '<kWttfV-te£-Vf O) :l •

function and

prdridn-Green

pP yre th«rFeuri.ei"- transform of the electron den-

eity operator, Get us* i"ntro*a\LC°e the* electron-Se^isi'ty correla-

( 8 )

l ; ; n . i u i \:> ? : • *>.ri_' ^ ; T - /

the?

•"•Q1>tain 'the-''foll-oWirig mo'tiort ftfr t h i s fiih-ction s

Uai>ut ' th is . resul t and (?) one can eas i ly see that the

cible diagiSama "do hot-6ohtriDU^.,.tjO (6^ ;' which -cap ncible

written as

redu-

now be

(10)

i'^v iqxo 'j.i.' ;I(. ' '• t . - - . ; • - ! . .

The forward scattering processes involve electron-hole

paiVs 'in '̂ hW'-neî ibburhfooa Of ttie" i-^^p-oiiitV a&feWciated with'-

phfanijaa of;'-snfe-li"VaS^Vettdr?s'''lilI^;2^:;";' '^V'^he^^rofee'sW'B Wre

deecribed by twtt° Vertex Wfrc't'ionW L" ••'P'£Jty g)^ •"t(rrtes|}onding

Bestricting ourselves to the single-electron states with wave-

J
thtfse B̂UiDt3Vifen&:'wê ;fetey-;use" tThe tineer" fdrm

't-h"esraiaaiy:ti;c'es!pi;eiBSIibn of the i -diagrams Vi^en by':'

d' identity for (the iforwai-a &catt-«4>ins'

wbere the^uptfer' ^lbir*!*? »\'

proceBeee near -+tf C-kpl

eeat£e»ing

« It is worth noting thet this ie

in the, thre,e-dimen8ibnal case (Engelsberg and 5chriefl"er 1965 )<

themselves

i b^<fesa*afebe1t-g 'arid'

ttiat ^hej^ird iden-

t i ty (11) leads to the exact cancellation of a l l , thej diagrams

which contain loops with more than two electron l ines. The can-

ceilaticln1 i

• graii&f

are
to

'bi/; t&b'verifex -ft correaponding
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respectively. Assuming that the ground state ie only slightly

modified by interaction, we may average in (10) over the non-

interacting ground state of the system. Using again the linear

form of the electron energy one obtains the beckscattering Ward

identity

(12)

Co

We remark that this result could be obtained from (10) by

aa3uming that the backscattering interaction involves only one

momentum transfer near + 2tF or —2-tp (which means the

random phase approximation). In this case the momentum conserva-

tion in the irreducible diagrams shown in figure 1 leads to

P =. P in (10) . It appears that our assumption used for

deriving (12) amounts to the random phase approximation. This

is a well-known result in the theory of the one-dimensional many-

fermion systems (Gutfreund and Schick 1968, Apostol et al 1981),

5. Forward scattering and Migdal'a theorem.

The irreducible polarization is given by

(13)

Using the Ward identity for the forward scattering (11) and

integrating over energy we get

— Ofl /
(14)

where m is the momentum distribution of the electrons

near i kp . We assume in the first approximation a step form

for the momentum distribution corresponding to the non-intersc-

ting system. If the interaction does not distort appreciably

the ground state of the system the integral in (14) calcula-

ted with step momentum distribution differs slightly from that

obtained by using the exact fom of this function. Making use

of the bendnidth cut-off ffe one obtains the irreducible

polarization

n*ci>. n+*c«>i- nl w - ^ g ^

We remark thst the same form of the irreducible polarization

would be obtained from (15) by using the free electron Green

function and the bare electron-phonon vertex ' O = J . The

Ward identity enables us to replace this questionable approxi-

mation by a weaker and more resoneble condition, that of the

weak coupling. The phonon Green function Df*) and the elec-

tron-density correlation function N/Cj) ere given by
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(16)

-A

TV

The poles of this function provide us with the dispersion re-

lation of the normal modes

(17)

where the dimensionless electron-phono'n coupling constant

\ = . <j /Vuv n a s been introduced and the lif^-tima affects

have been neglected. If we assume, as usually, (17)

yields

(18a)

(18b)-tt.-rft,| [.,»£

The excitations given by (18a) are dressed phonons. For

\ £ \ £• V t n e effect of the electron-phonon interaction

is a renormelization of the sound velocity , while for

t ^\t\ ^.^-V^c t l l e niomen'tum dependence ie somewhat dis-

torted, the square root in (18s) being q-dependent. As r e -

gards the excitations deecribed by (18b) they are electron-

hole pair excitations. Since the round.velocity is prpporti-
t/z.

onpl to the sdiabetic p-eremeter (nm fftA ) one can see.,from

(18b> that there i s no dressing for the ele-etro-n-hole, pair

excitations up to the order of nn /M. .

We pass now to the study of the Migdal theorem (Migdal

1958) in the one-dimensional system. As i t is well-known , in.

the three-dimensional case this theorem states that the elec-

tron-phonon vertex may be taken , of the form I =• J L ^ ~+

Cy^AA ] if i r . i i C • In the opposite limit (Vj-<r*c ,

the vertex corrections are non-negligible and were calculated

by Sngelsberg and Echrieffer (1963)« The first order correction

to the vertex function is given by

The difference between our one-dimeneionel evaluation and Mig-

dal 's three-dimensional one consists in the limitation of the

momentum integrations. In the present case all the electronic

momenta must be restricted within the ranges ± fcp — ^ ^ P

^ i tp.-vk while in the three-dimensional case the inte-

gretione over momenta ere restricted by the Eebye momentum cut-

off . Performing the integration in (19) we get

2 r C 2 0 )
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-<JU - O J -

}

for O C 2^fc t and ^p — tc<£ p ^- fcp. -+ %_ and similar exprsa-

sions for other ranges of momenta. This vertex correction is

more singular than in the three-dimensional cese, due to the

factor (Co—Up g. ) , Nevertheless, these singularities can be

removed by integration, so thet they Bra irrelevant aa fer 88

we are interested not in the vertex corrections termselvee but

rather in other quantities, such ae the electron self-energy ,

which ere expressed in terms of I by integrals. The denomina-

tor Cu—Vpj would be effective in the phonon spectrum only

for CfcU'p , but in the limiting ceses VT̂ Vi c cTL \r^^<LC_

this singular factor is associated with virtual phonons. One

l^efore may say due to the presence of the factor C*" VpCw/Jtj) ,

that the first order correction to the vertex function is

The lowest order contribution to the electron self-energy

is given by

(21)

which , 'after performing the integration, becomes

P
0 - <tF

f-<M -CC (p| -Iff)

C22)

f o r ,wiience

(23)

Singularities in (22) appear only for i)

and ii) f — > A = £. cC(»|—Vp) * A s long as we ere inte-

rested in those values of £ which are in the range

iM. -Vpto*C % £ln-+UV fcc , singularities of type i) ere

not important. For the non-interacting system S-̂ w. =lr_ Gpf-fe.).

Assuming that the interaction does not change appreciably these

energies it results thet singularities of type ii) are also

unimportant in the limiting cases l/.V^c or Vp <f«c .

Under those circumstances one may eey thet ^~ o i 0

(O ( u, fM. ) ' ^ " F r o n l ( 2 5 ) j "^orilrF/( :u^=-Cl ! therefore,

we can conclude that , unlike the three-dimensional case, the

forward scattering doea not shift the Fermi level within the
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lowest order approximation of . Moreover, as it results

from (23) , there is no electron dressing in the order

f / i •\(fx

\ ^ I MJ » This result is consistent with that given by

(18b).

Making uee of the lowest order expression of the electron

reif-energy the Ward identity (11) reads

(24)

As £- o is Ot^/Xf) and the singular dominator is in effec-

tive we conclude that the renormelized vertex function given

by (24) is of the form P, = q \ ( + Q (^ fn \ n J , in agree-

ment with the Migdal theorem.

4. tteckscattering end iCohn enomaly.

Introducing the Ward identity for the backscattering pro-

cesses (12) into (15) we obtain, within the same ppproxima-

tion as in the forward scattering case , the irreducible pola-

rization

(25)

where -V (_̂  sign refers to P'^ + Vp("— tp ) end momentum

transfer ^Vp4 J { — ? fcp —& ) . The phonon Green function and

the electron-density correlation function with momentum transfer

2 tp. { j. =-0 possess the eame type of singularities as the

four-point vertex function does in the case of electron-electron

interaction within the logarithmic approximation (StJlyom 1979).

The effect of these singularities on the phonon spectrum around

Z tc will be discussed below.

The normal modes for the beckscattering interaction are

given by

where CJO has been taken for the bare phonon frequency Bt wave-

vectors near 2, tp , Co0^C Wj^. + . We ere inte-

rested only in those solutions of (26) which correspond to

dressed phonons. As it can be seen from (26) the phonon fre-

quency becomes imaginary at wavevectors in the range ir2tp — £

^ i-?t_ +1_ K. i ?Ve +j t where 2<- =: ? kc ( <-f J» J ̂  t_ •

This soft mode, arising in the phonon spectrum , points out on

instability of the system ageinst the backecattering interaction.

This instability is similar to that occuring in the one-dimensi-

onal electron system with attractive backscattering interaction

(Apostol 1981b). The softening of the phonon models is en indi-

cation of the breaking down of the perturbation theoretical

proach. This is why we are prevented from discussing the Migdal
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theorem for the beckscettering interaction within this approach.

. The expression (25) of the irreducible polarization is

only an approximate one. We restrict ourselves to thie approxi-

mation 88 we are interested only in getting an idea of how it

could be reproduced by theory the enomalous dip in the phonon

spectrum at Z K F , The higher-order effects of the interaction

(next-to-logarithmic approximation) can be taken into account

in order to improve on the predictions of the present model

In this connection it is worth mentioning that s model

aimed to account for the experimental date should include the

interchain coupling. We expect that our simple model used in

the present paper will satiefectorily work in the case of a

bundle of wires. The irreducible polarization can straightfor-

wardly be calculated st finite temperatures, so thet the fre-

quency of the dressed phonons is given by

A- W/ike

( 2 7 )

where O = ̂ . te / ̂  ~f~ , The soft mode disappears at tempera-

tures higher than a critical temperature , Requiring the

renormalized phonon frequency be zero et ^-^p- f~£ —0) we get

from (27)

(28)

There always exists a cri t ical temperature I c which satis-

fies (28) for any A- . Tor G-Xi.4 we get

A condition similar to (28) has been discussed by Berlinsky

(1979). However, in the present approach we allow for en ex-

pl ic i t dependence on the cut-off parameter lfe , much

smaller then the Fermi momentum. A crit ical temperature of the

• type given by (29) has eften been reported (Hice and StrSs-

sler 1973, Horovitz et al 1974). This cennot be taken as the

cri t ical temperature of the Peierls trensition but mereHy as a

"scale temperature", below which crit ical fluctuations become

larger as zero temperature is epproeched.

In order to plot the phonon frequency J l^ as a function

of £ w e u s e the experimental data for fcCp taken from neutron

scattering experiments end conductivity measurements (Carneiro

et el 1976, 1979). The width Q^ of the dip observed by

Carneiro et el (1976) in the spectrum of the longitudinal acou-

stical phonons for Iftp i 6 teken equal to ^ fct in order to

satisfy (27). We obtain this way the cut-off parameter

Wĉ : G.t^XfD A • From the same model, used by Car-

neiro et al (1976) to analyse their experimental data , we

get elso Co0= ff«.W , ^ -O.liA'' , u F = M* <0* "-/* .

If we take for le the value of 2.0 < , as being approximately

the loweet temperature et which Garneiro et al (1976) s t i l l

observed the Kohn anomaly, then (28) provides as with the elec-

tron-phonon coupling constant \ i i 0. \&8 . On the other

hand, if we take for \ the value of 115 )C given by
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Carneiro et al.. (19'?9) as the "scale temperature" we get

%3r 1.032 , which differs considerably from the value of

A>0.\3t. obtained by these authors by making use of s dif-

erent model. Thia unsatisfactory knowledge of X causes no

trouble to our purpose as the shape of the phonon spectrum de-

pends slightly on the electron-phonon coupling constant. This

can be seen on figure 2 where the phonon frequency JL^_ given

by (27) is plotted versus 2 / 2 t c both for T= Te - 2 0 K

and T=- T\ = 2i-y\^ t ipne snape of the Kohn anomaly iB

qualitatively well reproduced by our model. The bottom of the

curves in figure 2 goes up rapidly with increasing temperature ,

so that for a sufficiently high temperature the distortion of the

phonon spectrum is completely lost. Thia strong temperature de-

pendence i s due to the strictly one-dimensional character of our

model. The interchain coupling would probably make the renorma-

lized phonon frequency more insensitive to the temperature , in

agreement with the experimsntsl dete.

5. Conclusions.

We have studied the one-dimensional electron-phonon cou-

pling within the perturbation theoretical approach. The Ward

identity has been derived for the forward scattering and

generalized to the backscattering by assuming the interaction

does not distort appreciably the Femi sea (weak coupling

. In the case of the forward scattering i t has been shown

that the oaCtections to the zeroth order value of the electron-

phonon vertex are O f«* ItA ) in agreement with the Migdal

theorem. A model has been proposed for the backecBttering inte-

raction having explicitly introduced the cut-off parameter fec .

It has been shown that this parameter can be related in a simple

way to the Kohn anomaly observed in the phonon spectrum around

^•kp . The strong distortion reported for the longitudinal

acoustical phonons in KCP is qualitatively well reproduced by

our model. We expect that the inclusion of the interchain

coupling will enable us to obtain also the transition temperature

in good agreement with the experimental datft.
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Figure captions.

Figure 1. Irreducible (a) and reducible (b) diagrams of

the three-point vertex function K Cp . £^ •

The dashed triangle represents the three-leg-

ged vertex function 1 '-P.?.) .

-2k-

Figure 2. Frequency of the longitudinal acouetical phonons

given by (27) around 2tfC£=o) : A T^=iOfc,

The parameters are taken from the experimental

data reported by Carneiro et al (1976, 1979)for

KCF.
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